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TNA and TNF Need Your Help with
Specialty Nurse License Plate

I Am TNA
by Leonard C. Lindsay, MSN, MPH, RN
It is difficult to put into
words how this Association has
assisted me in my professional
development. But, this is the
purpose of I Am TNA, so I will
try. I look at my career and
my involvement in TNA as
inseparable. From a staff nurse
in ICU to professor of nursing, I
have always depended on TNA
for my professional growth. I
have gotten more out of TNA
Leonard Lindsay
than I put into the Association.
So, the modest monetary
investment that I have made has paid back in many ways
since I joined in 1977. The following are mostly true (I
had to make them interesting) examples of how TNA has
meant so much to me during my career.
As a new graduate, I moved from Memphis to Knoxville
to practice on my first assignment. I had no professional
contacts other than the nurses who worked with me on
the unit at UT Hospital. When I asked those nurses about
(continued on page 2)

Ethics Column
Advocate for Advance Medical Directives
by Kate Payne, JD, RN
Director of Ethics, Saint Thomas Hospital, Nashville
April 16, 2009, will be
the second annual National
Healthcare
Decisions
Day
(NHDD). Congress, as well
as numerous state and local
governments, formally recognized
last year’s event. More than 400
associations and organizations
participated at the state and
national level. The simple
goal of this effort is to provide
information and tools to assist
with thoughtful reflection on
healthcare choices and ideas on

TNA and TNF are trying to collect 1,000 signatures
by early spring from people who would be interested in
purchasing a specialty nurse license plate if one becomes
available. If individuals are interested in signing the online
form, they may visit http://www.zoomerang.com/Survey/
survey.zgi?p=WEB228QTLDVM7F. A form for multiple
signatures is available at www.tnaonline.org that you may
use to gather signatures from colleagues and others to help
support this effort. A design for the plate will be available
in the coming weeks, and it will honor all nurses.
The Tennessee Nurses Association has introduced
legislation this year to create a specialty nurse license
plate to support the Tennessee Nurses Foundation. If
passed into law, Tennesseans could purchase a nurse

Rick Rickard, FNP, and Daughter Attend
Inauguration of President Barack Obama
Rick Rickard, FNP, from Henderson, Tenn., and his
daughter, Caraline, were among the 2 million or more
Americans present in the nation’s capital on January 20 for
the inauguration of Barack Obama to be the 44th President
of the United States. They supported Obama’s candidacy
and worked for his election in their community. It was
Caraline’s first time to vote. The Rickards decided that
they would make the journey to Washington, D.C. for the
inauguration if Obama was elected.
“The most amazing part of the inauguration experience
was the sense of optimism and peace from the crowd. It
was palpable,” said Rick Rickard. “It was the feeling that
this great country of ours was visibly becoming greater
right before our eyes. We could tell we were part of
something historic.”
“The big issue for me is healthcare. With almost 20
years experience as an FNP in rural West Tennessee, I
know how sick our healthcare system really is. America
can do better,” he said. “President Obama’s vision for
(continued on page 2)
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current resident or

specialty license plate for $35 in addition to the cost of
renewing your regular license plate. Of this fee, 50% will
go to the Tennessee Nurses Foundation, a 501(c)3 nonprofit
organization, to help support its programs. Please visit
www.tnaonline.org for information on all TNF programs.
The Legislature would require 1,000 Tennesseans
to purchase the Nurses License Plate before they would
be produced. The Tennessee Nurses Association is
attempting to determine whether there is such a
demand in the profession. By signing either form, you
are not formally committing to purchasing a license
plate, we are merely asking about your potential
interest in purchasing one.

Permit #14
Princeton, MN
55371

Rick Rickard, a Family Nurse Practitioner from
Henderson, Tenn., and his daughter, Caraline, hold
their silver admission tickets to the Presidential
Inauguration of Barack Obama in Washington, D.C.

Nurses Walk for Health in Tennessee
Nurses across Tennessee will be “Walking for
Health” during National Nurses Week May 6 - 12.
The Tennessee Nurses Foundation is spearheading
plans for state-wide participation on May 2,
2009. Each TNA district is planning its event and
welcomes your participation! The Nurses Walk is
open to any nurse, whether or not you are a TNA
member.
Contact the TNA District President in your area
or the TNA office at 615-254-0350 for additional
information. The TNA district map and district
contact information is located on our website
at
http://www.tnaonline.org/displaycommon.
cfm?an=1&subarticlenbr=3. Complete details
about the Walk are at www.tnaonline.org and
the Department of Health’s website, “Get Fit

Tennessee,” at www.GetFitTn.com in the Event Calendar.
Stylish purple T-shirts with white lettering are available
and offer the opportunity to show off nursing. Please
contact the District President in your area for ordering
information. T-Shirts can be purchased whether or not
you participate in the Nurses Walk for Health in Tennessee
event. They will be available in S, M, L, XL, and XXL.
You will need to place your T-shirt/s order soon before
they run out.
Given the latest statistics on the overall health of
Tennesseans, it is time for nurses in our state to set an
example and challenge themselves, their patients and
their families to strive for healthier lifestyles. This is one
celebration you won’t want to miss! We look forward to
seeing you there!
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I Am TNA
(Continued from page 1)
TNA, they cautioned me not to get too involved since TNA
was seen as a union.
That intrigued me. Being a child of the 60s, I was more
than ready to fight authority. But, it seemed no one on the
unit knew anyone in the Association and did not know
how to get in touch with any members. I found a number
in the phone directory that was listed as “Tennessee
Nurses Association, District II.” I think it was a member’s
home phone. Her name was Imogene. I have forgotten her
last name. Nevertheless, I did find out about the monthly
meeting at the Regional Health Office which was just
behind UT Hospital.
Walking into my first district meeting in my whites, I
must have been something of an oddity. Being male and
young, I was the center of attention. I don’t remember
the program at the meeting, but I felt that I had found a
collegial group who welcomed me and were determined to
get me involved. I was flattered and I did get involved.
After four years into my practice and four jobs later, I
was somewhat discouraged. I had just taken a job with a
voluntary agency in Knoxville. I tried my best, but I wasn’t
appreciated. They fired me. I was happy to leave but my
male ego was trammeled. My TNA colleagues understood
why I got fired and made me feel somewhat empowered.
I will never forget what Mary Emily Trotter said to me.
“Leonard (I was still Leonard then instead of Leo), I don’t
think anyone is worth a grain of salt unless they get fired
from a job.” What she was saying was most nurses won’t
stand up to authority and risk being fired. Well, I did and
sure enough, I was fired.
The firing, however, brought me good fortune. My
good friends and TNA members Betsy Overton and
Mary Boynton, who I had met at TNA District meetings,
heard about my ill fortune and recommended me to
Dean Sylvia Hart at UT Knoxville. The Dean must have
been an understanding woman, because I was the only
person to ask her a pointed question at a recent TNA
convention. I took issue with her on a recommendation
that the committee on education was making. I doubt she
remembered it, but I sure did. I know that TNA played a
major role in landing this faculty position.
Many of you remember my serving as emcee at
the Awards Luncheon during the TNA Convention in
Chattanooga. Louise Browning, former Executive Director
of TNA, said she would go to the grave with the image me
entertaining the audience with jokes. TNA Convention has
been pivotal in creating new opportunities. I don’t know
of any other association where one can form so many
strategic alliances around the state.
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Following one TNA convention, I remember applying
for a position at Vanderbilt University. During the
interview Dean Colleen Conway-Welch remarked that she
had heard me speak at TNA Convention and would be
thrilled if I would consider a faculty appointment. Yep,
I accepted that one. At another convention, Dr. Mickey
Badgett, then director of the School of Nursing at Austin
Peay State University, asked me if I would be interested in
the community health faculty position.
Are you beginning to see the trend? It is through my
association with TNA that I have been at the right place
and the right time to be offered most of my professional
positions. It is said, that men understand networking and
the phrase “it is who you know and not what you know”
that gets you ahead. Well, that is definitely true of me.
I don’t know much, but I sure know a lot of nurses in
decision-making roles.
Recently, I returned from the TNA Convention in
Franklin. I enjoyed the speeches and seeing friends from
around the state. We are getting older. That young, thin,
dark haired staff nurse is now older, less lean and silver
headed. In fact, when I looked around the room, there
were a lot of gray heads. It befuddles me why younger staff
nurses are not following the same path that I did over 30
years ago. The Tennessee Nurses Association rewards and
gives much more than it asks of its members. Thank you
TNA.

Rickard Attends Inauguration
(Continued from page 1)
America includes improved access to care and improved
quality of care. This spells opportunity for advanced
practice nurses. We need to step up to the plate and show
what we can do to help him make this happen. I believe
nursing finally has a true friend in the White House. We
need to let him know we can be his friend, too.”

Family Nurse Practitioner Rick Rickard took this
photo of the U.S. Capitol at the moment Barack Obama
was sworn in as the 44th President.
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From the President

An Interview with Laura Beth Brown
MSN, RN, TNA President
•

What is the strongest asset
you bring to your nursing
career or the nursing
profession?

religion and profession. Some of these get more
practice than others. On any given day I say many
prayers, sometimes they are basic and I simply request
strength–but there is no doubt that my religion and
faith play an important part in my life.
•

Loyalty
•

You decided to reorganize
the department or work unit
that you lead. Tell me how
you proceeded with the
reorganization.

•

The most difficult decisions I make are the ones that
influence my staff. Everyday there are tough choices
and especially during the economic challenges we
are faced with today. Anything that adversely affects
a staff member goes home heavy on my mind–
regardless if it’s increased productivity demands or
job eliminations, there are always challenges that we
wish we could avoid.

Laura Beth Brown

The first task would be to
assess how the work is currently being conducted–
what works and what needs improvement. The next
step would be to create focus groups of staff and reach
agreement or consensus on the issues and create
action plans to address. The most important part of
this work is to set clear achievable goals and include
the staff in solutions.
Describe a leadership role you have played on a
successful team.

•

How does religion play a part, if any, in your
leadership role (position)?
There are probably three key agendas that drive
my life and in no certain order they include family,

Describe your most rewarding day in your leadership
role.
When I convinced a clerical staff member to go
to Nursing School–today she practices as a case
manager. Anytime I feel I make a difference in
someone’s life–we all know nursing can make a
difference.

•

My current role at Vanderbilt Home Care allows me to
play on the most successful team. I have to say there is
hardly a day goes by that we don’t celebrate a success
in home care and especially at Vanderbilt.
•

What is the most difficult work-related decision you
have ever had to make?

Describe how you react under pressure when a perfect
plan falls apart at the seams

•

What is your most disappointing moment in your
leadership role?
No disappointments–I believe everything happens
for a reason and I try to cope with that day to day.
I always try to be solution driven, and as my mom
would say, “…and not cry over spilled milk.”

What is the aspect of your role that requires the most
stamina and or energy?
Employee relations and human resource challenges.

•

If you were not in your current position, where would
you most likely be?
If it requires work–President of the American Nurses
Association; if I didn’t have to work– the farm.

•

Favorite designer?
Milly and Barbour

•

Favorite place to eat?
Shintomi Sushi

•

What book are you reading currently?
“Memo to the President” – Madeline Albright

•

Who is the person you would most like to have lunch
with?
Dolly Parton or Abraham Lincoln

•

“Don’t let them see you sweat.” I always try to remain
calm.
•
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What is the best concert this year?
Tina Turner

•

Person you most admire? When you grow up, who
would you like to be?
Edith and Tomie Brown (my parents)

From the Executive Director
Unintended Consequences
by Sharon A. Adkins, MSN, RN
My husband and I live in the
woods and are blessed with the
opportunity to watch Mother
Nature at close range. The wild
life is abundant and vegetation
provides an ever-changing palate
of color and texture as the seasons
change. We love our woods, the
birds, the wildlife, our dogs.
But as often happens in our
busy world, we sometimes stop
paying attention and even the
Sharon Adkins
most beautiful setting becomes
ordinary.
This weekend I stopped for a moment to breathe and
really see what was in front of me. Something was different,
missing, wrong…as I looked around I realized that the birds
were gone. The chickadees, doves, woodpeckers, cardinals,
jays, wrens and thrushes, all the birds that provided music
and movement were nowhere to be found…and then I saw
it, all our bird feeders were empty. You see, in an effort to
economize in this difficult financial environment, my husband

had stopped buying bird feed…and with no food, the birds left.
Something that we valued, counted on and took for granted
was gone.
So it is with membership in your professional organization.
Now is not the time to economize where your profession
is concerned. Now is not the time to “down size” your
commitment to supporting your profession and yourself. At
a time when our health care system is on life support, when
nurses are in short and diminishing supply, and when the
need for the special skills and expertise of nurses is at an all
time high, we must speak forth with a strong voice and large
numbers. Nurses will be part of the solution for creative and
meaningful change in the workplace, in education, in patient
safety and in the expansion of services and quality care to all.

The Tennessee Nurses Association (TNA) has been and
continues to be your full time advocate at the state legislature,
at the policy table, at rule making hearings, and in professional
and community arenas. TNA works to protect your nurse
practice act, to prevent non-nurses from making nursing
decisions that affect you, to advocate for safe and appropriate
patient care, to expand and protect the scope of advanced
practice nurses and seek funding and resources for nursing
education. TNA is your professional insurance…don’t let it
expire.
Oh, and yes, we did run right out to the co-op to buy a large
bag of birdfeed…and the birds are back. The expense was
nothing compared to what we gained.
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Nursing in Diverse Cultures: An International Experience
by Lawrette Axley, PhD, RN, CNE
Assistant Professor, Nursing
Loewenberg School of Nursing
The University of Memphis
Each fall and spring nursing students and faculty
members from the University of Memphis, Loewenberg
School of Nursing, trade the comforts of home for the
opportunity to make a difference in the healthcare of
individuals and families in the Dominican Republic.
Nursing students, faculty and registered nurses in the
community recognize the need to create a service learning
opportunity and expand the classroom to the global health
environment. Participation in the Nursing in Diverse
Cultures program has continually grown since 2005.
Nurses and students provide basic medical care and health
teaching to highly impoverished families in the some of
the poorest areas in the Dominican Republic.
Service learning strategies used in the Nursing
in Diverse Cultures program integrate meaningful
experiences with traditional instruction with opportunities
for applying personal responsibility and critical reflection.
Participants in the program provide care while cultivating
an understanding of the cultural dimensions of family,
community, and health. The program is designed as a
service-learning program with the goals of providing
culturally competent healthcare and health teaching while
working mano-a-mano “hand in hand” with the community
leaders, physicians, and teachers in the country. This work
in the Dominican Republic is made possible through a
strong collaboration with the Foundation for Peace (FFP),
a not-for-profit organization dedicated to enabling personal
and community achievement for Dominican families.
The Foundation offers leadership for groups to provide
direct medical care and health education to Dominican
and Haitian communities in partnership with local
physicians and medical staff. The FFP maintains ongoing
communication with the Dominican Consulate of Health
who approves visiting practitioners. The Foundation also
obtains the needed approval from customs in order to
bring in medical supplies to be used in the medical clinics.
In addition to the medical mission service, each year, FFP
assists a variety of churches and other groups from the
U.S. who wish to participate in mission trips co-led by FFP
staff members.
Facts about the Dominican Republic
The Dominican Republic is located on the eastern twothirds of the Caribbean island of Hispanola and shares
a western border with Haiti. According to the U.S. State
Department, the country has a population of approximately
9 million people and many live in extreme poverty with
an estimated yearly income of less than $7,000 in U.S.
currency. Approximately one-half of all Dominican
people live in rural areas in small communities. Adverse
conditions in the Dominican Republic promote diseases
such as malaria, parasites and nutritional deficiencies
among children and adults alike. Although the Dominican

Nursing students and faculty at the University of
Memphis, Loewenberg School of Nursing, travel to
the Dominican Republic and set up medical clinics
to provide basic medical care and health teaching to
highly impoverished families.
government provides standard medical care to its citizens,
the quality of care is limited. This is particularly true
for individuals living in the remote locations outside of
the capital city, Santo Domingo. In rural communities,
individuals have limited access to health care. If they
can obtain transportation to see the healthcare provider,
funds for purchasing medication are often unavailable.
The poverty experienced by a significant portion of the
population is often cyclical in nature. Dominican families
often lack enough food for the entire family and every
adult must work. With everyone working, the children are
denied the opportunity to attend school; they are often the
last to receive food and medical care. Children typically
marry early, have children at a young age, and continue the
cycle of poverty through the generations.
Advance Preparation
Preparation for the service learning experience in the
Dominican Republic begins with the application process.
Each participant must reflect on personal and professional
goals related to developing cultural competence. For first
time participants, the goals often relate to helping the
underserved population in the Dominican. Returning
participants spend more time visiting in the homes,
experiencing the culture, and developing relationships
with people in the communities. For many individuals, the
concept of culture relates only to the difference in ethnicity,
dress, diet, and language. In reality, cultural competence is
multi-dimensional, requiring an understanding of cultural
awareness, knowledge, skill, and personal encounters.
Participants must take time to reflect on personal feelings
and begin to recognize differences prior to their arrival.
Each participant pays individual travel expenses; in
addition, students pay university tuition. While initially
costs were considered a potential barrier, increased interest

and course enrollment suggest otherwise. In fact, students
value the learning opportunity so much that they elicit
financial support from family, friends, and community
sponsors to cover course tuition and travel expenses.
A key factor to the success of the service learning
experience is preparing students for the expected and
unexpected. Students prepare to forfeit many of the
comforts of home, such as hot showers, readily available
water, and air conditioning, often taken for granted in the
U.S. Studying and working conditions in the Dominican
Republic include the hot, humid climate, which challenges
both students and faculty. The first item listed on the
packing instructions that each person receives is flexibility
which is guaranteed to be the most used item of all!
The community settings designated for nursing clinics
are chosen in advance of travel by local FFP missionaries
who maintain ongoing relationships within the country. At
the clinic location, the day is spent addressing basic health
needs and concerns of individuals and families. Working
with the local people is important as they assist in setting
up the supplies; they organize and conduct registration
which includes gathering brief demographic information,
specific health needs, and family concerns. The clinics are
make-shift and primitive by developed country standards.
Fold up tables, cotton bed sheets, twine, and safety
pins are carefully laid out to form the waiting area and
“consultoriums,” or examination rooms.
Students have prepared for the various health conditions
common in the Dominican Republic. In addition,
students collect supplies such as hygiene items, over-thecounter medications, and selected prescription drugs to
use in providing health care. All supplies are listed in a
detailed inventory and are re-packaged for travel to meet
the requirements of the international customs bureau.
Although textbook descriptions and pictures of common
problems are reviewed in advance, the actual presentation
of diseases and symptoms rarely match up perfectly.
The students see many needs they would not see in the
U.S. Most of the Dominican people have parasites, poor
nutrition, and daily chronic pain, with little hope of ever
seeing a doctor for treatment. The nursing students see
how health care is negatively impacted by inadequate
nutrition and extremely poor economic situations of a third
world country.
Patient Encounters
Everyone seen by the nurse is treated with parasite
prophylaxis (duration is 90 days) and multi-vitamins (90
day supply). Common health problems seen in the medical
clinics include gripe’ (cold/sinus), estomago’ (stomach
problems), and dolor (pain). Teaching topics include the
importance of washing hands and drinking purified water.
Student nurses, using elementary Spanish and Creole with
the aid of paid interpreters, communicate with the people
who come to the clinic; lives begin to change. For most
clinical encounters, the family is seen together as a unit,
which allows an integral connection to occur between the
nurse and family. Often family members will discuss the
(continued on page 5)
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(Continued from page 4)
needs of their neighbors, friends, or other family members
of the community as one close relationship.
At the conclusion of the assessment and teaching, each
family receives supply packs prepared by the nurses from
donated items that include bars of soap, dental products,
wash cloths and toiletry items. In situations of acute illness
such as infections, draining wounds, or dangerously high
blood pressure, one of the nurse practitioners is consulted
to determine the need for medication. If the condition is
of a chronic nature, such as hypertension or diabetes,
the practitioner will counsel the families about access to
healthcare and the need for follow-up by local physicians.
Often an individual arrives at the clinic with an old, dingy
piece of paper with the name of a medication written on
it. With further discussion the translator reports that
the patient had seen a local doctor who visited their
community; however, the patient had no money to purchase
the medicine. When possible, the medication is provided
from the clinic supplies as appropriate by the supervising
nurse practitioner. Often medical mission teams are the
patients’ only access to health care. The care team tries to
give the patient enough medicine to last until another team
comes again.
Student Reflections
Evenings at the hotel call for showers and sustenance.
The heat of the day has left everyone in sticky scrub
pants and T-shirts. Even in the hotel, the showers can be
cold because of a shortage of warm water. The frequent
loss of electricity may leave everyone dressing in the
dark and without the luxury use of a hair dryer. Yet, the
events and encounters of the day continue to sustain
the team. Following the evening meal, a time of sharing
and discussion, guided by the nursing faculty, focuses on
debriefing the experiences of the day; for many students,
this is their first time to see such impoverished conditions
and come face-to-face with so many unmet needs related to
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rampant disease and illness. Discussion time is crucial to
allow exploration of culture and varying degrees of culture
shock. The experiences are rich in learning and contribute
positively to the development of cultural sensitivity and
competence for both student and faculty participants.
A common concern consistently voiced by the students
is their felt need to do more and provide more for their
new Dominican friends. Students describe the inequities
they witnessed and find it difficult to understand how the
Dominican people remain joyful and loving, while lacking
for what Americans view as necessities.
As part of the course requirements, students journal
about their daily encounters. One student wrote, “What
struck me most about the people is that they don’t
complain. They light up when we greet them or stand to
shake a hand, and they grow taller; sit to talk to them and
they open up with smiles and tell you whatever you ask.
They are so happy to have us here. It’s really amazing.”
The following journal entries provide a glimpse into the
nurse-family clinic encounters.
Encounter 1: We treated young man who had chopped
his foot with an ax, it was badly infected from keeping it in
a sneaker, all that moisture, bacteria and dirt…hopefully it
will heal and he’ll keep his foot.
Encounter 2: In the Dominican Republic, some of the
people were unaware of the connection between unsafe
drinking water and parasites. One thing I found interesting
about this trip was the way families interacted with each
other. The family unit was not just parents and children,
but one big extended family with at least three generations
coming to the clinic together. I remembered this about the
Hispanic culture from our classes, but it was interesting to
actually see it.
Encounter 3: I have new respect for the Dominican
people. To manage as well as they do with the poverty
and adverse environmental conditions they must live
with is remarkable. I could never have this respect and
understanding without the experience of actually being
there. A nurse can’t fake respect and empathy. We can
read about and talk about other cultures all we want, but
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in order to truly have the respect and understanding to
deal with the immigrant population in the U.S. we need to
know what they have grown up with and what they have
left behind to get here.
Summary
The global service learning experience often has longlasting influences. Students improve their communication
and listening skills, develop better skills of patient
assessment, learn to rely on their clinical judgments in
consultation with faculty, and increase their knowledge
of diseases prevalent in the developing world with limited
resources. Anyone interested in developing or participating
in an international service learning program can find
an organized group for almost any country and length of
stay. The best plan is to first go on a trip as a participant.
Realize that working conditions may be primitive; even
with the best steps in planning, supplies will still be
limited. Participants will likely face health and social
problems they cannot change in a short term project. Look
for organizations with sustainable programs as this allows
for coordination and ongoing service to the communities.
Finally, remember who nurses are and what nurses can
do. Think frequently about nursing as both an art and a
science. The international service learning experience
embraces this fundamental characteristic of nursing that
can often be difficult to articulate.
Lawrette Axley, PhD, RN, CNE, is the recipient
of numerous teaching awards and honors, including
the University of Memphis’ 2006 Thomas W. Briggs
Excellence in Teaching Award. She is a National League
for Nursing Certified Nurse Educator (CNE). Axley is
the coordinator for the first level nursing courses. She
teaches Foundations of Nursing, and co-teaches Clinical
Pathophysiology. She also teaches the Nursing in Diverse
Cultures course which includes an international study
experience to the Dominican Republic and provides
ongoing leadership for the bi-annual medical mission trip
there.

UTHSC College of Nursing Rises to the Challenge of Closing the Diversity Gap: Development of
Hispanic Nursing Faculty and a Spanish Cultural and Language Acquisition Course
by Susan R. Jacob, PhD, RN, Executive Associate Dean
and Professor; Tommie Norris, DNS, RN, Director of the
Professional Entry Program and Associate Professor;
and Zoila Sanchez, PhD, RN, Minority Faculty Fellow
and Assistant Professor at University of Tennessee Health
Science Center College of Nursing
The health of the nation’s population depends on
an adequate supply of healthcare providers, including
a nursing workforce that reflects the racial/ethnic
composition of the population. In 2007, Hispanics
represented 15% (45.3 million) of the U.S. population and
were the largest and fastest growing minority in the U.S.
Of 74,642 registered nurses with active licenses in
Tennessee in 2008, only 346 or 0.5% were Hispanic or
Latino nurses (S. Bush. Tennessee Board of Nursing,
personal communication, January 7, 2009). Additionally,
in Tennessee, Hispanic nursing faculty continue to be
alarmingly underrepresented. According to a Tennessee
Center for Nursing report, as of October 27, 2008, there
are only 2.1% or 23 Hispanic faculty at baccalaureate and
graduate nursing programs compared to 87.7% (960) White
non-Hispanic (Smith & Pfortmiller, 2008). The recruitment
and retention of racial and ethnic minority at nursing
schools have been identified as key factors in increasing
the pipeline of minority students since they provide
support in the form of role modeling and mentoring.
A unique approach to increasing the diversity of
nursing faculty and preparing students to meet the needs
of Hispanic patients was undertaken by The University
of Tennessee Health Science Center (UTHSC) College
of Nursing. The college received a three-year Health
Resources Services Administration (HRSA) Minority
Faculty Fellowship Program (MFFP) grant in July 2005.
The purpose of HRSA Minority Faculty Fellowship
Program grants is to enable health professions educational
programs to increase the number of faculty who are racial
and ethnic minorities under-represented in the health
professions by providing a stipend not to exceed 50% of
the salary.
Susan Jacob was the project director of the MFFP grant
received by the College of Nursing at UTHSC, and Zoila
Sanchez, a Cuban American, was the minority faculty
fellow supported by a HRSA MFFP grant. Sanchez was
the first minority faculty fellow selected from the nursing
profession. Past fellows represented the other health
professions such as medicine and dentistry.
The UTHSC MFFP grant provided support and

resources to assist Sanchez in her career development and
enhance academic career potential in five areas, including:
pedagogy, program administration and leadership skills,
design and conduct of research, grant writing, and
scientific writing for publication in peer-reviewed journals.
Seasoned faculty who had significant expertise in each of
these five areas were assigned as mentors who provided
guidance throughout the three-year grant period.
Sanchez was mentored in teaching undergraduate and
graduate courses by Jacob. In her faculty role, she also
served as a role model for Hispanic students. In the area of
program administration and leadership, she was fortunate
to be mentored by Donna Hathaway, PhD, MS, RN,
FAAN, Dean of the UTHSC College of Nursing; and Dr.
Nilda Peragallo, DrPH, RN, FAAN, Dean of the School of
Nursing and Health Sciences at the University of Miami,
a Hispanic nursing leader internationally recognized
for her leadership in the areas of health disparities,
cultural competency, and the recruitment and retention
of minorities in nursing. Marian Levy, DrPH, RD, shared
her cultural expertise in conducting research with rural
Hispanic populations. Peg Hartig, PhD, RN, APRN, BC,
and Pedro Velasquez-Mieyer, MD, served as mentors for
faculty practice in providing culturally competent care to
the Hispanic population. Ann Cashion, PhD, RN, served
as her mentor in the area of scientific writing and grant
writing. With Cashion’s guidance, Sanchez published
several articles in peer reviewed journals and was
successful in securing a state grant. Along with Tommie
Norris, DNS, RN, Sanchez received a Diabetes Planning
Grant from the State of Tennessee: Tennessee Center for
Diabetes and Health Improvement. This grant supported
research efforts to describe the adult Hispanic population
in Tennessee with Diabetes, pre-Diabetes, and Diabetes
risk factors that contribute to disparities in health outcomes
using existing databases.
Grant activities also included the development of a novel
evidence-based course to enhance the cultural competence
of non-Spanish speaking nursing students. After
completing a cultural self awareness exercise, students
received the “Spanish for Healthcare Providers” program
and an iPod to learn common Spanish phrases. A program
to translate Spanish to English and reverse translation
was provided for their Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs)
for use in the clinical setting. Students participated in
simulated learning to practice Spanish terms and translate
a health history from English to Spanish. Finally, the
course culminated in a health fair at a community church

which was predominantly Spanish speaking, allowing
students a “real-life” experience at providing diabetes
education before entering the workforce as professional
nurses.
During the grant period, Sanchez was offered many
opportunities because of her background, expertise, and
interest in the Hispanic population and nursing workforce.
She was invited to be the Diabetic Advisory Council
Coordinator for Tennessee. The primary purpose of this
council is to advise, assist and support the Tennessee
Department of Health to improve planning, operations,
and evaluation of areas concerning diabetes. The MMFP
grant also supported travel for Sanchez to participate in the
Tennessee Center for Nursing where she currently serves
on the Board of Directors and on the Research Committee.
She continued her participation as an invited member of
the Network of Minority Research Investigators (NMRI)
established by the National Institute of Diabetes and
Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK) and was member
of the planning committee for the NMRI southern region
of the United States.
Correcting the lack of diversity in the nursing workforce
cannot be accomplished overnight. Academic and
practice partners must work together using a multifaceted
approach. We must all take advantage of federal, private
and local initiatives that can support our efforts to increase
underrepresented minorities in nursing.
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Ethics Column
(Continued from page 1)
how to get more people to complete medical directives.
Last year over 250,000 people obtained the resources
to make their wishes known, but millions still need
help. For more information or to sign up, visit www.
nationalhealthcaredecisionsday.org.
With this in mind, it’s a good time to review what you
know about medical directives, how you deal with them
in practice, and what your ethical obligations are. It’s
important to remember that making healthcare decisions is
difficult even in the best of circumstances–when a person
is able, calm, fully informed and has time to consider all
the options. Being sick or facing a serious surgery adds a
stressful, difficult element to decision making. Often there
isn’t time to be thoughtful or to consider all the options.
What if the patient can’t participate in decision making?
In a perfect world, family and close friends as well as
the health care team would know the patient’s wishes
and make medical decisions consistent with them. Now
imagine you have to make decisions for someone else,
maybe your spouse, parent or other loved one. It’s easy
to see why families struggle with doing the right thing in
such situations and know how helpful it would be to have
guidance from the patient.
Knowing a patient’s wishes is part of excellent
nursing care, so key to that care that it is an ethical
obligation. Nurses must advocate for the patient’s wishes
to be followed. Make it your mission to know the patient’s
wishes, what medical directives are, how they work, and
how to help patients complete them. People often say that
medical directives aren’t worth the paper they are printed
on. But if these documents fail it is often because we fail
in our duty to advocate for them as the voice of the patient.
General Considerations
Each of us has the ability and the right to guide our
health care decisions. Advance directives allow us to
extend our ability into the future when we might not be
able to communicate our wishes. The terms advance
directives, advance medical directives, medical directives
all describe documents that allow a person to make their
wishes known for a time in the future when they might not
be able to communicate.
All 50 states have some form of medical directive that
reinforces a person’s right to make medical decisions.
The Patient Self Determination Act of 1990, whose
requirements are bolstered by Joint Commission standards,
requires all healthcare facilities that receive federal funds
provide patients with information about their rights to
make decisions including their right to have a medical
directive. If they have one already, they are asked for a
copy to be placed in their records. If they don’t, they are
informed they have a right to assistance to complete one.
Patients don’t have to have a document to have their wishes
carried out. If the patient can make and communicate their
decisions they must be followed. Having or not having
one cannot influence their care. The Joint Commission
standards also require outpatient areas such as ambulatory
clinics to be prepared to assist patients with advance
directives as well. Hospitals must also educate their staff,
employees, and the community they serve about medical
directives. Despite intensive inpatient and outpatient
efforts, and the fact that directives don’t require a lawyer
and are free to complete, estimates are that only 25% of
people at best have a medical directive.
The Tennessee Health Care Decisions Act (THCDA)
was passed in July 2004 to help with health care
decision-making in the event a patient becomes unable
to make health care decisions for themselves. The goal
of the THCDA was to provide a comprehensive law that
addresses written medical directives and do not resuscitate
orders, and decision making for patients that lack written
directives.
Nurses should be familiar with the main types of
medical directives to aid patients and their families to
plan for the future. All members of the health care team
must also give careful consideration to whom amongst
the patient’s family and close friends, might make an
appropriate surrogate decision maker should the patient
never complete a written directive.
Ethical Principles
Knowledge of a patient’s preferences is essential for
excellent nursing care, and what medical directives are
all about. The ethical principle involved is respect for
autonomy. This respect is an active and dynamic part of
the nurse-patient relationship and takes into account the
inherent human dignity of each person. Respect for human
dignity is part of the foundation of nursing practice and the
American Nurses Association Code of Ethics for Nurses.
It is also deeply rooted in our culture. Patient preferences
are best supported in a collaborative relationship where
decision making is shared. Written medical directives
provide an infrastructure for individuals to extend their
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autonomy into the future when they may not be decisional.
While written directives are legal tools, they are also
ethical tools that stress obligations of caregivers and
families to follow the once autonomous patient’s wishes.
Beneficence—to do good for the patient, and
nonmalefience—to (at least) do no harm are also at
work in shared decision making. Acting for the good
of the patient is probably the oldest and universally
acknowledged principle in health care ethics. Doing
good is best expressed through clinical excellence in the
nursing process along with shared decision making around
the plan of care. At a minimum, decisions are made that
are in the patient’s best interest and minimize harm. As
conditions change benefits and harms are reassessed and
new treatment plans are offered, new preferences may
be clarified by the patient. Non-decisional patients are
seen as more vulnerable, being unable to guide their own
destiny and may even be open to exploitation. Caregivers
and surrogate decision makers must make decisions as the
patient would have had they known the risks and benefits
of treatment.
Fidelity in this context is simply seen as the promise to
carry out a once decisional person’s wishes. This promise
flows from respect for the patient, obligations to act in
good faith, and to honor the trust on which the nursepatient relationship is founded.
Living Wills And Durable
Power of Attorney for Health Care
The Living Will (LW) is the oldest and probably
the most well known advance directive. LWs are about
limiting treatment. They apply when a person is unable to
make decisions and their physician determines that they
are in a terminal or irreversible condition, or the specific
condition specified in the document. This may include
persistent vegetative state and irreversible coma. The
physician also determines that further treatment would not
offer benefit for the Living Will to apply. Patients can also
leave specific instructions about whether or not they would
want the administration of artificial food and fluids, pain
management and other comfort measures. Patients can also
decide whether to be an organ or tissue donor.
The Tennessee Advance Care Plan (ACP) contains
Living Will instructions. This form is available from
the Department of Health, and easily accessed on their
website. The ACP is something of a hybrid document in
that it also allows a person to name a health care decision
maker should they become unable.
Criticism of living will type documents have grown
in recent years. They can’t cover all situations or the
directions in them are unclear or too vague to guide
treatment. Studies have also shown that most people would
rather defer to others, usually their family and physician
to make decisions at the time a situation occurs, rather
than participate in the advance care planning process. The
process requires people to confront their own mortality, a
difficult thing in our culture.
Proxy directives like the Tennessee Durable Power of
Attorney for Health Care (DPAHC) or Health Care Agent
form may be a better document, especially for those that
would rather defer decision making to another. Unlike
the LW, a DPAHC applies anytime the patient can’t
make decisions and not just in a terminal or irreversible
situation. The patient when decisional can appoint a
primary and an alternate decision maker for them in the
event of incompetence. This person, referred to as a Health
Care Agent or Attorney-in-Fact, can make any decision the
patient could have including disposition of remains after
death. Such documents are superior because they give the
health care team a person to talk to about what the patient
would want. The agent also has the legal power to make
decisions when there is family disagreement. The new
form in Tennessee is called Appointment of a Health Care
Agent. It is meant to function like a DPAHC.
Advance directives completed under the old law
remain valid and those from other states continue to
be honored. Patients can use the model forms or any
form that substantially complies with state law. The
THCDA provides additional emphasis on following the
known wishes of a patient, oral or written, and fines are
provided for failure to do so. An appointed agent can
no longer override a patient’s Living Will instruction
and incompetent patients can no longer revoke the very
document they created to aid in their future decision
making. Hospitals and health care givers, who in good
faith carry out a patient’s directive or who refuse to do so
when a request is contrary to generally accepted standards,
are protected legally. Forms should be easier to complete
as they can either be witnessed or notarized to be legally
valid. The prohibition against health care employees being
witnesses has also been removed. This recognizes that
health care workers, especially nurses, are often in the best
position to know if the patient is able to make decisions
to complete legal documents. If necessary, one family
member can be a witness if not named in the directive of
the patient’s will.

ANA Proudly Participating in
National Healthcare Decisions Day
The American Nurses Assocation is proudly
participating in National Healthcare Decisions
Day on April 16 along with a broad array of other
organizations. We hope that you will participate
with us to raise awareness about these important
issues across the country. If you have not already
done so, please sign up your organization at: www.
nationalhealthcaredecisionsday.org/maintopics/
sign_up and confirm your participation.
In its first year (2008), NHDD enjoyed
participation by 76 national organization and nearly
400 state and local organizations, and hundreds of
thousands of people learned more about—and took
action—on advance directives. Please help us ensure
that ANA is well represented at the local level on
April 16, 2009.

Do Not Resuscitate Orders
The THCDA also adds a new tool for patients, families
and physicians who may choose to have a Do Not
Resuscitate Order (DNR) or other treatment limits, whether
in a facility or at home. The new law allows the option of
a Universal DNR order by the physician. Universal means
that the DNR applies between facilities. The Physician
Order for Scope of Treatment or POST form is meant to be
a companion to a LW or ACP to guide treatment. A copy
should accompany the patient as they move through the
health care system. The form itself is the physician’s order
and does not require additional orders. The old Emergency
Medical Services-DNR order (EMS-DNR) remains valid
if completed before July 2004.
Health Care Surrogate Selection
The THCDA also provides guidance for selection of
a health care surrogate for patients who lack capacity but
never completed written directives, or where the appointed
health care agent can’t be found or won’t make decisions
consistent with the patient’s wishes, or there is no court
appointed decision maker.
Specific criteria for selection help determine the
surrogate who has exhibited special care and concern
for the patient, is knowledgeable about their health care
wishes and values, and reasonably available to help with
care planning. It assumes those closest to the patient will
know this including unrelated persons.
The next step is to choose from a list of possible
relatives and friends based on these criteria. There is a
preference list but the preference is not mandatory. The list
is as follows: spouse, adult child, parent, sibling, any other
adult relative, and any other adult that meets the criteria.
The defining criterion is that of ‘special care and concern.’
For example, the daughter who is the direct caregiver for
the patient is the best surrogate, versus out of town siblings
who are not directly involved. The goal of this part of the
THCDA is a decision maker who most likely knows the
patient’s current health care wishes.
For patients who lack written directives and concerned
family or friends, the law allows the physician to be the
surrogate. The attending physician must seek the opinion
of another attending level physician not involved in the
case, or seek the advice of the hospital’s ethics committee
or ethicist to allow them to act as surrogate decision maker.
The goal is to enhance the ability of the physician to do
what is in the patient’s best interest when no one exists to
speak for the patient.
Whether the health care surrogate is family or
physician, treatment decisions must be consistent with
the standards of good medical care and can include entry
of the patient into a clinical trial. Decisions must also be
consistent with the known wishes or values of the patient.
A second opinion is also needed if a decision is made to
discontinue artificial nutrition and hydration.
Conclusion
Advance directives are not perfect, especially in
complex medical situations, but they do offer some
help. The THCDA makes completion of directives less
burdensome for patients, but these changes won’t help
much if we don’t ask about them, and don’t follow them.
Make sure you ask. Work with that colleague that says it
takes too much time to talk about this. Remember that
knowing the patient’s wishes is essential to everything
we do in nursing. Just having the conversation about the
patient’s wishes and need to complete written directives is
a place to begin understanding. Know what your policy is
and get involved in making it work for patients. Give an inservice at your workplace or place of worship for National
Health Care Decisions Day. At a minimum, give your
family a gift and complete your medical directives.
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ANA News

ANA Statement on the Dismissal of the Sentosa
Nurse Criminal Case
SILVER SPRING, MD – The American Nurses
Association (ANA) and its affiliate, the New York State
Nurses Association (NYSNA), is pleased to learn that the
criminal charges filed against 10 registered nurses from
the Philippines in March 2007 for patient endangerment
have been dismissed.
“This is a victory for all registered nurses, because
the judge recognized that withdrawal from a deplorable
work environment, when done responsibly, as in this case,
reflects ethical nursing practice. ANA believes the real
patient endangerment lies in the untenable conditions that
led the nurses to leave. After exhausting all possibilities
to resolve their concerns with the facility and the agency,
nurses left without providing two week’s notice. The
court’s decision reaffirms what ANA has always known:
These brave nurses have deserved the nursing community’s
full support because they refused to remain in a situation
where patients were being denied the kind of care and
staffing they deserved,” said ANA President Rebecca M.
Patton, MSN, RN, CNOR.
ANA has always been a strong supporter of the Sentosa
nurses, who say they were brought to New York under
false pretenses and denied the rights guaranteed by their

New TASN Board Envisions
Collaboration with TNA
by Heather McQuistion, TASN President
A full new board was elected at
the annual Tennessee Association
of Student Nurses Convention
in October 2008. The board
attended the National Student
Nurses Association’s Mid-Year
Convention shortly thereafter in
Reno, Nevada, to learn the roles
of office.
Planning has begun for the 2009 TASN Convention,
which will be hosted at the Chattanooga Convention
Center, September 25-27, 2009. The theme will be Stay
Sharp and will focus on maintaining physical, mental and
intellectual acuity throughout today’s nursing education.
The board is enthusiastic about attaining the goal of
increasing membership in SNA, TASN, and NSNA across
the state. Efforts will also be made to increase awareness of
TNA at the 2009 Convention and to facilitate progression
into professional organizations after graduation.
The board strives to increase ties with TNA as
collaboration between TNA and TASN will promote
participation in TNA by new grads and allow mentorship
by experienced nurses. Please continue your support of
student nurse associations in your community, hospital,
and university. To learn more about how you can support
TASN, please visit www.tasnonline.org.

employment contract. When the nurses resigned, their
employer accused them of professional misconduct before
the state Office of
Professional Discipline, which dismissed the charges.
In April of 2008, ANA and NYSNA filed an amicus brief
with the Second Department of the Appellate Division,
Supreme Court of New York, supporting a motion to drop
criminal charges against the Sentosa nurses.
The nurses had been recruited by the Sentosa
Recruitment Agency to work at specific nursing home
facilities on Long Island. When they arrived in the U.S.,
they discovered they actually were working for a staffing
agency, Prompt Nurses Employment Agency. Over a period
of months, the nurses said, the agency refused to pay them
according to the terms of their contracts. They also said
they were not properly trained for their new jobs and were
required to care for more patients than they believed were
safe.
ANA authors the Code of Ethics for Nurses and the
standards of nursing practices. It also actively promotes
patient safety, workplace rights, appropriate staffing,
workplace and environmental health and safety, and the
public health.
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Licensed Practical Nurse at
Life Care Center of Tullahoma
Named to National Council
Deborah Holliday, licensed
practical nurse at Life Care
Center of Tullahoma, was
recently appointed to the
National Council of State
Boards of Nursing.
This council consists of
only six members nationwide,
and Holliday is the only
LPN to sit on the panel. The
council will spend Feb. 9-12
in Chicago revising the state
Deborah Holliday
exam (ENCLEX-PN), which
graduated practical nurses take
to become licensed.
“This is quite an honor; I’m very excited,” said Holliday.
“I love everything about being a nurse, from the clinical
skills to just getting to know the different personalities of
the residents and their families.”
Holliday has served on the Tennessee Board of Nursing
since 2005 and has been recently reappointed to serve an
additional four-year term, beginning in 2008 and ending in
2012. She has been on the nursing staff at Life Care Center
of Tullahoma for almost 10 years
“Debbie is dependable, and the nursing assistants and
other nurses go to her for expertise,” said Shelly Deberry,
director of nursing at the facility. “The residents and their
families trust her and know that she will put their needs
first.”
Life Care Center of Tullahoma, located at 1715 N.
Jackson St., is one of 24 skilled nursing and rehabilitation
facilities in Tennessee managed by Life Care Centers of
America.
Founded in 1976, Life Care is a nationwide health care
company. With headquarters in Cleveland, Tenn., Life Care
operates more than 220 nursing, subacute and Alzheimer’s
centers in 28 states. For more information about Life Care,
visit www.lcca.com.

Join TNA Today!
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LEGISLATION
Legislative Report

Do it for your profession, do it for yourself, and do it for
your patients.

by Meredith Sullivan, TNA Lobbyist

TNA Proposes Legislation to the
106th General Assembly
Thanks to the input from TNA members, TNA filed
three bills that are currently under consideration in the 106th
General Assembly. The bills are as follows:
• SB 938 by Watson / HB 464 by Odom would allow
advanced practice nurses and physician assistants to sign
death certificates. While these medical professionals
can pronounce death in some circumstances, only
physicians can sign the death certificate by statute. If
passed, APNs and PAs would then be allowed to sign the
certificate. TNA would like to thank Senator Watson and
Representative Odom for their leadership on this issue
and the TNAPA for its assistance on this bill.
• SB 939 by Watson / HB 465 by Odom would allow
advanced practice nurses and physician assistants to
sign disability tags and perform peace officer physicals.
Under current statute, only physicians can perform
these functions. This bill, if passed, would allow APNs
and PAs as primary care providers to perform these
functions. TNA would like to thank Senator Watson and
Representative Odom for their leadership on this issue
and the TNAPA for its assistance on this bill.
• SB 447 by Overbey / HB 1657 by Armstrong will create
the Tennessee Nurse License plate with proceeds going
to support the Tennessee Nurses Foundation. When
Tennesseans renew their vehicle tags, they would then
have an option to purchase a Tennessee Nurse license
plate. One-half of the proceeds from the sale of the
specialty plate would go to support the programs of
the Tennessee Nurses Foundation, a 501(c)3 non profit
organization. If you would like to express your interest
in the nurse license plate, please visit the TNA website at
www.tnaonline.org and sign the petition. If passed, 1,000
Tennesseans would need to purchase the plate within one
year. TNA thanks Senator Overbey and Representative
Armstrong for their leadership on this issue.
TNA hopes all nurses will be actively engaged in
advocating for the passage of these important bills.

The Tennessee Nurses Association is poised to have a
successful legislative session, thanks to the hard work of TNA
members and others in the nursing profession.
As a membership organization, the more members we
have, then the more voices we have and the more influence we
have. Nurses are well regarded as professionals and their input
is invaluable in policymaking related to their profession and
the health care industry.
Public Policy Development and Input –
You Have the Power
Members have had a variety of opportunities to affect
changes in Tennessee state government.
For several months, members provided invaluable input in
shaping a legislative package for TNA. The Tennessee Nurses
Association held policy development meetings with members
across the state, training members on their advocacy roles and
soliciting input on what problems should be solved and how
to solve them. An online survey documented the needs and
requests from hundreds of TNA members and shaped this
legislative package. Then, at the House of Delegates meeting
in October, the membership voted on several policy matters
that became legislation. The members’ needs were at the heart
of this year’s legislative package and will continue to shape
how we move forward.
The Tennessee Nurses Association is focused on long
term policy planning related to government’s interaction with
the profession. The TNA Government Affairs and Health
Policy Committee established three subcommittees: one for
nursing education, one for nursing practice and one for health
care access. Nurses are putting patients first, not only in their
various clinical settings, but also as a policy development
body. All three of these categories will help provide quality
nurses who perform the responsibilities for which they are
best trained at various access points in a cost effective manner.
These three subcommittees are meeting regularly to develop
white papers on specific issues and set out a long range plan
for accomplishing goals to improve Tennesseans’ access
to quality health care. Nurses who are TNA members are
encouraged to get involved in these sub-committees, lending
your knowledge and expertise to shape the profession’s future.
Working together, nurses can continue to make a difference in
the health care profession.
In order to implement these policy changes, nurses need
to be involved in their professional association and in their
government. The nursing profession is heavily regulated, as
is the health care industry. Government is involved in what
nurses do and how they do it. Thus, it is imperative that nurses
are informed about and involved in the government process.
Your voices are needed to shape the profession and ensure
Tennesseans have access to quality health care.
So get informed, get involved and get engaged in the
Tennessee Nurses Association advocacy work.

Advocating in the Executive Branch
Outside of the Legislature, TNA’s government advocacy
has involved the Executive Branch of government. The
Department of Health has a joint committee of the Board
of Nursing and the Board of Medical Examiners. Three
members from each body comprise this working group, whose
goal is to determine the appropriate roles and responsibilities
of physicians and nurses. The group unanimously voted to
support APNs and PAs to be given the ability to sign death
certificates, handicap placards, and perform peace officer
physicals. TNA has been represented and will continue to be
represented at these meetings.
Additionally, TNA continues to support the work of the
Board of Nursing. TNA representatives regularly attend the
licensing and regulating body’s meetings. Information from

these meetings is then passed along to members so that they
stay on top of their profession’s latest regulatory news.
Exercising Your Power
To be an effective advocate for your profession, here are
two simple things you can do to make an impact.
1. Get Informed – TNA sends out regular newsletters and
updates to its members. This information breaks down
what is going on in state government and how you can
do something to help improve your profession and
government’s interaction with the health care industry.
We summarize this information to get you the most
accurate information in the least amount of time.
2. Get Involved – If you have not already done so, meet
your state senator and state representative who represent
you on Capitol Hill. Let them know your concerns
about the nursing profession and present solutions for
handling those concerns. Legislators want to hear from
their constituents on matters, and as an expert in the
nursing field, they will highly regard your opinion on
matters related to the profession and health care. If you
are not a member of the association, then become one
and volunteer to serve on a committee. Committees
often have the option to meet via conference call so
that members can save time while being engaged. Your
involvement is imperative to positive change.
By becoming an informed and involved advocate, you
will better the system for both you and your patients. So, let’s
make things happen together in the coming months to make
the nursing profession and health care the best it can be in
Tennessee.
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Sharon Bailey
Virginia Betts
Mike Briley
Ann Duncan
Bill & Frances Edwards
Mike & Ruth Harkreader
Billie Kennett
Charlynne Parson
TNA District 2
TNA District 4
TNA District 15
Greater Memphis Area Advanced
   Practice Nurses
Vanderbilt School of Nursing
Wm B. Stokely Jr. Foundation
Leadership Circle $500 - $999
Jean Blackburn
Rosemary Bowman
Laura Beth Brown
Mary Lynn Brown
Martha Butterfield
Ruby Davis
Ruth Elliott
Dianne Greenhill
Wanda Hooper
Jan Liff
Edna Mason
Maureen Nalle
Jonathan Norris
Janie Parmley
Billie Rhea Phillips
Joan Pierce
Dava Shoffner
Karen Starr
Alive Hospice
TNA District 8
WSCC Class of 2007 &
CardioVascular Associates, PC
West TN Nurse Practitioners
Partners in Caring $250 - $499
Julie Atkeison
Carol Blankenship
Mimi Bowling
Sharon Craig
Judy Eads
Joellen Edwards
Nan Gaylord

Luke & Susan Gregory
Sandra Lowery
Teresa Martin
Rick Rickard
Ardyce Ridolfo
Dara Rogers
Susan Sanders
Kathryn Skinner
Carolyn Smeltzer
Christine Benz Smith
Sandra Thomas
TNA District 10
Friend of Nursing $25 - $249
Adrienne Ames
Patricia Arangie
Susan Bailey
Diana Baker
Linda Baker
Jean Bigger
Ruby Black
Bonnie Black
Ed Blackman
Marion Bogen
Gerry Bosworth
Barbara Brennan
Raycene Brewer
Janet Brown
Pam Brown
Judy Campbell
Judy Carson
Shelley Caswell-Moore
Susan Clark
Chris Clarke
Donna Clement
Misty Collins
LuAnn Cook
Colleen Conway-Welch
Mary Coward
Susan Crawford
Joan Creasia
Evelyn Cummings
Doris Davenport
Peggy Davis
Kathy Denton
Burgin E. Dossett, JR MD
Jennifer Easley
Leslie El-Sayad
Joanne Favors
Linda Foster
Elaine Fralix
Lynn Goodman
Sue Grover
Janice Harris
Pamela Hinds
Debbie Hooser
Kimberly Horder
Susan Jacob
Patricia Johnson
Janet Jones
Kathleen Jones
La-Kenya Kellum
Tharon Kirk
Leslie Klein

Patty Kraft
Margaret Laning
Donna Latham
Trena Lawson
Jan Lee
Mary Levy
Shaunda Lewis
Laura Long
Sam Maceri
Mary Maynard
Polly McArthur
Linda McBride
Constance McCarter
Patsy McClure
Mike Morel
Ellen Morris
Judy Norton
Anita Norwood
Jane Owen
Lena Patterson
Frances Phillips
Patricia Pitman
Cynthia Powers
Mary Rhoads
Mary Richie
Lindsey Robertson
Jane Robison
Donna Roddy
Diane Ruppel
Zoila Sanchez
Jenny Sauls
Suzy Scott
Donna Seely
Victoria Slater
Barbara Smith
Beth Smith
Elaine Smith
Patricia Smith
Lynn Spaw
Charlene Stewart
Marian Stewart
Peggy Strong
Virginia Sullivan
Billie Summers
Cathy Taylor
Joanne Taylor
Linda Thompson
Ann Walker
Teresa Wallace
Jennie Walls
Karen Ward
Georgita Washington
Carolyn Whitaker
Susan Whitaker
Patricia Williams
Mike & Sue Willoughby
Debra Wollaber
Café Press
Hoops LP
TN Assoc. of Student Nurses
*as of 12/31/08
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Call for Candidates
In 2009, TNA will elect the following positions: Secretary, three (3) members of the Nominating Committee, thirteen (13)
ANA Delegates, and two (2) Center for American Nurses Delegates (CAN). If you wish to run for office, please fill out
this form and return it to the TNA office. Forms must be received in the TNA office by May 15, 2009.
Fax to (615) 254-0303 or mail to 545 Mainstream Drive, Suite 405, Nashville, TN 37228-1296. Email: klangeland@tnaonline.org
Name _____________________________________________________

Credentials _ ______________________________

Home Address __________________________________________________________________________________________
City_______________________________________________________________
Home Telephone_________________________________________

State___________ ZiP_______________

Work Telephone ________________________________

Email _________________________________________________________________________________________________
Current Employer _______________________________________________________________________________________
Position________________________________________________________________________________________________

Page 11

2009 TNA Events
April 7, 2009
2009 TNA Legislative Summit
War Memorial Auditorium
Nashville, Tennessee
June 24, 2009
CE Provider Workshop
Brentwood, TN
October 16-18, 2009
2009 TNA Annual Convention
Chattanooga Marriott
Chattanooga, Tennessee
Convention Keynote: Diana Mason, Phd, RN, FAAN
Editor-in-Chief, American Journal of Nursing
For details on all events listed,
visit www.tnaonline.org!

Candidate for ___________________________________________________________________________________________

Early Call for
Resolutions

Briefly describe your qualifications and interest in serving.

Submit a letter of endorsement from your District President (Can be emailed or faxed.)
By signing this form, if you are elected, you agree to:		
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Assist TNA in implementing the goals of the organization.
Actively support all resolutions approved at the Annual Convention.
Attend meetings as required in the TNA Bylaws.
If elected as an ANA delegate, attend the ANA House of Delegates.
If elected as a CAN delegate, attend the CAN membership meetings.
My membership in the Tennessee Nurses Association is current.

TNA Membership #________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________

Signature

I am currently a member of TNA District #____________________

The Tennessee Nurses Association is issuing
a formal Call for Resolutions for the 2009 TNA
House of Delegates to be held during the TNA
Annual Convention on October 16-18, 2009 at the
Chattanooga Marriott, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Resolutions can be submitted by any TNA
member. If you wish to submit a Resolution
please submit it, in writing, to TNA no later than
September 1, 2009.
If you should need assistance, please contact
Karen at the TNA office at klangeland@tnaonline.
org.
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TNA District Presidents

Meet Your TNA District President

If you would like to contact a TNA District President in your area, please send
an email to tna@tnaonline.org, or call the TNA staff at 615-254-0350 or 800-467-1350.

Lena Patterson
District 4 President

Jennie Walls
District 5 President

Charlene Stewart
District 8 President

Kathleen McCoy
District 9 President

Diane Ruppel
District 1 President

Mary Gunther
District 2 President

Sharon Craig
District 3 President

Ruby Black
District 10 President

Doris Glosson
District 12 President

Janice Harris
District 15 President

Coaching and Career Transition for the Nursing Professional
by Pam Williams, ACC
Have you ever:
• Wanted to take the next step in your professional
journey but didn’t know where to start?
• Found yourself suddenly out of a job not knowing
what to do next?
• Accepted a new position and wished you could
accelerate the learning curve?
These are all career transition situations in which a
professional coach can be an integral part of a nurse’s
support team, whether the transition is voluntary and
planned or completely unexpected. A coach is not a
recruiter, but rather a supportive partner in the career
transition process.
In the case of a nurse who wants to take the next step in
their career journey, whether the next step is a promotion,
a career in a new field or specialty or a simply a different
position, a coach can help the nurse:
• Clarify short and long-term career goals;
• Explore career options through the lens of those
goals, as well as their strengths, values, skills and
experience;
• Provide support, encouragement and accountability
through the job search process; and
• Advocate effectively on their own behalf when it’s
time to negotiate salary and benefits.

Coach Beverly Bitterman, MSN, ARNP, says that when
contemplating a career transition, it’s important to craft
the questions that you want to answer about what’s really
important to you in your career. For example, how much
direct patient care is right for you? What is the ideal work
setting for your genuine job satisfaction? Is it important
for you to be in a management position? Do you want to
travel? How many hours do you want to work? What
makes you feel fulfilled at the end of the day or week?
Once you’ve crafted the questions, Bitterman suggests
spending time reflecting on your answers, then scheduling
informational interviews with individuals who are doing
the job you think you want. This step will help you test
the fit between your career goals and the realities of the
position.
A job search plan will help you stay focused whether
your transition is voluntary or unexpected and provide a
framework around which you and your coach can measure
progress. Consistent actions, like reaching out to your
network, posting your resume on web-based search engines
and responding to position announcements will keep the
momentum going.
Coach Marlanda English, PhD, says that one of the
biggest jobsearch challenges is staying motivated if the
only reward is landing a job. Celebrating small steps
and successes along the way will help keep your energy
level high over the duration of your job search. Another
challenge, says Dr. English, is to remember that you are

responsible for selling yourself in everything from your
resume to the interview. A coach can help you hone and
practice your stories so that your accomplishments come
through loud and clear.
Once you’ve accepted a new position, a coach can serve
as an independent objective sounding board and share
tools and resources so you can get up to speed as quickly
as possible. When Sarah*, a nurse executive, accepted
a new position, she hired coach Sandy Somers, RN, MS,
ACC because she wanted to leverage her skills, talents,
and abilities into ‘great and transformative work.’ Sandy
helped Sarah clarify her vision for the role and for the
organization and gain expertise in nurturing and relying
on her own unique strengths to increase her impact. Sarah
believes that her coaching experience nurtured her own
growth, provided a disciplined way of assessing her impact
and dramatically increased her effectiveness.
When Alicia*, a healthcare professional, made the move
from a managerial to an executive position, she knew she
would be facing new responsibilities, challenges and
pressures. She hired coach Jeanette Eleff, CPCC, MBA,
RN to help her navigate the unfamiliar landscape. Alicia
says that working with Jeanette provided her with the tools
and support she needed to improve her delegation, time
management and organizational skills. Alicia learned,
through her work with Jeanette, how to establish and
accomplish goals, skills that still serve her well today.
Coaching support during a career transition can range
from participating in a coaching group during your job
search process to working individually with a coach as you
settle into a new position. The Center for American Nurses
has launched a new coaching program designed to help
nurses connect with professional coaches familiar with the
diverse aspects of a nursing career. To learn more about
the coaching team, or to register for a free informational
teleforum to learn more about the program, visit www.
centerforamericannursescoaching.org.
*Names have been changed

Pam Williams, ACC, is the Chief Innergy Officer and
Internationally Certified Coach at Innergized! And is
working closely with the Center for American Nurses.
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District News
District 1 News
District 1 has been actively meeting and held a
special dinner meeting on February 10 in Memphis. Sharon
Adkins, MSN, RN, TNA Executive Director, provided a
complete update on a range of issues affecting professional
nursing and nursing education. We also learned about the
Nurses Walk for Health project on May 9 in celebration
of National Nurses Week, and the specialty nurse
license plate proposal by TNA and the Tennessee Nurses
Foundation. Tommie Norris, DNS, RN, TNA Vice
President and District 1 Secretary, provided membership
information. There was time for networking during the
delicious meal, and a significant number of those in
the group were first time attendees to a TNA meeting.
District 1 President Diane L. Ruppel presented an updated
overview of the district’s officers, committees, activities
and volunteer opportunities.
District 1’s meeting information is located on the TNA
website at www.tnaonline.org, following the links for
About TNA, then District Associations. Our next dinner
meeting is April 23rd and we will hear speakers from
several schools of nursing: Baptist, Union, University of
Memphis and the University of Tennesseee. They will
describe the newer programs at their respective schools.
Diana Baker at dbaker@msn.com is the main contact for
the local Nurses Walk for Health activity, a TNA Districts
event in celebration of National Nurses Week.
Respectfully submitted by:
Diane L Ruppel, MSN, RN, APRN, BC
District 1 President
District 2 News
Meetings
March 12, 2009, 6 p.m., UT Medical Center,
Wood Auditorium
Legislative Update by Carole Myers, PhD, RN, Chair,
TN-PAC
April 2, 2009, 6 p.m., UT Medical Center,
Wood Auditorium
Celebrate Students!
For information, contact Dr. Jan Brown
(drjanw@comcast.net)
The Board of Directors is asking for volunteers to serve
on the District’s standing committees. Name and contact
information of the responsible BOD member is listed
following the committee name.
Finance & Fundraising
ninjanrs@bellsouth.net
Programs & Special Events
drjanw@comcast.net
Public Relations &
Communications
mgunther@utk.edu
Membership
mviney@southern.edu
Nominating
mgunther@utk.edu

Mary Jane Johnson
Jan Brown		
Mary Gunther		
Mel Viney		

June 11, 2009, Board Meeting, UTC School of Nursing
July 9, 2009, Members Meeting, Location TBA- Probably
Hamilton Place Area
Nurses, We Have a Voice, is Yours Being Heard?
Sponsored Dinner
August 13, 2009, Members Meeting, Location TBA
Impact of Spiritual Well-Being on Violence in HIV
Positive Individuals
by Ardyce Ridolfo, DPhil, MSN, RN, GNP-BC
Sponsored Dinner
September 10, 2009, Board Meeting, Location TBA
October 16 – 18, 2009, TNA Annual Convention,
Chattanooga Marriott
November 12, 2009, Members Meeting, Speaker TBA
Sponsored Dinner in Hamilton Place Area
December 10, 2009, Members Meeting, Christmas Party,
Location TBA
Respectfully submitted by:
Lena Patterson, MSN, RN, APRN, BC, CCNS
District 4 President
TNA District 8
TNA District 8 met on December 1 for a brief business/
planning meeting followed by a presentation with a holiday
focus entitled “Managing Holiday Stress and Depression”
by District President, Charlene Stewart, with assistance
and input by mental health professional, Ken Stewart,
Regional Director for Centerstone. Upcoming meetings
were tentatively set with an agreement to hold other
meetings via email.
The spring meeting is tentatively set for March 16,
2009, at Motlow State Community College with plans to
involve area nurses as well as many students through the
use of ITV to broadcast to all Motlow campuses. The
meeting will include a legislative update and primer.
May 2, 2009, District Breakfast Meeting prior to joining
the Nurses Walk for Health
September 14, 2009, Meeting and Election of District
Officers
December 7, 2009, 2009 State of Health Care Post
Convention Update
We invite all area registered nurses to get involved
at the District level as well as in the many opportunities
afforded nurses through TNA.
Respectfully submitted by:
Charlene Stewart, BSN, RN
District 8 President

Mary Gunther		

Not receiving e-mails about District 2 events? Send
your updated and current e-mail address to Mary Gunther
(mgunther@utk.edu) for inclusion on mailing lists.
Respectfully submitted by:
Mary Gunther, PhD, RN
District 2 President
District 4 News
We usually meet on the second Thursday of every
month at 6 p.m. unless otherwise noted. Meeting agendas
vary, depending on the need between Board business and
designated topics for members meetings, although all
members are welcome to every meeting. Please check the
TNA website at www.tnaonline.org and monitor email for
updates on meeting locations and topics. We cannot wait to
meet you there! Please email lena_patterson@memorial.
org if planning to attend, or call (423) 495-4173.
April 9, 2009, Members Meeting, Erlanger East,
Classroom B
Speaker TBA, Sponsored Dinner
May 7, 2009, Members Meeting, Nurses Week Celebration
Reception possibly at the Warner Park Zoo or Coolidge
Park

District 12
Greetings and Best Wishes for 2009!
This spring, during Nurses Week, the National Nurse’s
Day event will be a Nurses Walk for Health (walk-athon) to spot-light nurses in all communities across the
Tennessee. We will recruit walk workers in every county
and/or facility to provide leadership and organization.
I attended Governor Bredesen’s Summit meeting for
the E-Prescription Initiative as a TNA representative in
December 2008. The goal of the Initiative is to convert
prescription transactions between prescriber and provider
to a computerized system throughout the state. Currently,
only about 5% of the physicians/providers in this
country utilize an electronic system in their practice for
prescription writing. The outcome/goal of this conversion
will enhance patient safety and increase productivity.
Imagine how much time would be saved just in translation
of illegible handwritten orders. One could only hope that
more time could be spent with patient education by all
providers.
On January 6, Dr. Karen Bowyer, President of
Dyersburg State Community College, and I met with the
newly-elected Rep. Barrett Rich, District 92. We toured
the DSCC Jimmy Naifeh Campus Nursing Department
that includes the traditional two-year Associate Degree
Program, the Bridge Program (LPN to RN) and the 2+2
program (RN to BSN).
During the TNA 2008 Annual Convention, District 12

Barrett Rich, State Representative for District 94,
recently made a tour of the New Academic Building
at Dyersburg State Community College Jimmy Naifeh
Center which houses the nursing and EMT programs.
During his visit, Rich visited the nursing lab and
classrooms. Assisting with the tour are, from left, Doris
Glosson, RN, CNO, President of District 12 for the
Tennessee Nurses Association; Janet Newman, Director
of DSCC Jimmy Naifeh Campus; Rich; Dr. Karen
Bowyer, President of DSCC; and Tina Morris, Vice
President for Instructional Advancement at DSCC.
member Martha Hall proudly wore her army nurse uniform
and announced that her grandson, Spc. Keith Eric Essary,
was serving in Afghanistan. On Thursday, January 8,
Keith, who was a member of the U.S. Army Operation
Enduring Freedom, was killed in the village of Maiwand
while on patrol. Keith was buried on Saturday, January
16, 2009 with Military Honors. District 12 has established
a Keith Eric Essary Memorial Fund that will be donated
to the organization of Martha’s choice. Please send
your contributions to Belinda Douglas, Treasurer, TNA
District 12, Ripley Technology Center, 127 Industrial
Drive, Ripley, TN 38063. Please join District 12 as we
continue to keep Martha Hall and her family in our
thoughts and prayers.
Respectfully submitted,
Doris Glosson, RN, CNO
District 12 President
District 15 News
The January meeting was very well supported by
TNA members and students from MTSU and Motlow
Community College. The speaker, Rick Schell, discussed
“Tick Borne Diseases including Lyme Disease.” Schell,
whose wife suffers from Lyme disease, has become and
advocate for raising awareness about the ailment and how
its misdiagnosis can affect the lives of its victims. It was
very informative and enjoyed by all attendees.
The next meetings are March 26, 2009 and April 30,
2009. Both meetings are scheduled to be held at the NHC
Conference Room at 6:30 p.m. NHC is the nursing home
across the street from MTMC in Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Welcome to the new District 15 Board members Carolyn
Hix and Lita Warise. Welcome also to Julie Ludwig as a
new member of TNA and Vice-President of District 15. I
would like to express a big thank you to everyone else as
they continue to work for our District.
Respectfully submitted,
Janice Harris, MSN, RN
District 15 President
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New/Reinstated Members
District 1
Elizabeth A. Archer, Sheila Ayers, Barbara R.
Birmingham, Stephanie Rose Carter, Patricia R. Cathey,
JoAnn Christie, Enid B. Collie, Melissa Curtiss, Rebecca
Jayne Graves, Cynthia Griffiths, Mary Lou Guinle,
Patricia Marie King, Regina K. Laws, Donna LeSieur,
Michele McElwee, Alicia M. Neff, P.J. Nixon, Marcus
A. Norris, Pamela M. Preston, Linda C. Smith-Johnson,
Brenda D. Steen, Elizabeth Kay Thompson, Drew S.
Turner, Marshe Dyane Turner, Troy Westan Wallach,
Sharon D. Ward, Jacqueline P. Watkins, Monique M.
Watson, Sabrina Kelly Watson, Penney Williams

District 5
Ellen Adamo, Rona Catherine Addington, Darik S.
Barger, Tina Elizabeth Bowles, Ashley Lauren Cantwell,
Betty Jo Ellington, Kimberly Ferguson, Madonna Lin
McCoy, Linda S. Morelock, Susan Miranda Peoples, Tara
L. Royston, Jamie R. Salyer, Edward Sloop, Emily S.
Stacy, Donna L. Taylor

District 2
Joshua Brian Albright, Sunni Gail Bowen, Janell R.
Cecil, Mark L. Davis, Arrah Jean Ford, Sandra M. Gossler,
Amy E. Hill, Rachel Hodges, Barbara Hulsman, Teresa A.
Kennard, Mary Greer Scott, Elizabeth A. Xiques

District 8
Deanna J. Britton, Katherine M. Propst, Tabitha Marie
Smith

District 3
Michelle Arnold, Oyetunde T. Bamigboye, Bernadette
Bland, Shirley P. Bryant, Terri J. Cohen, Mary Catherine
Dunn, Kelly A. Ernst, Linda C. Hatchett, Shirley A.
Hayes, Josette M. Hill, Ashley R. Jones, Kathryn A.
Jordan, Felix Bandele Kunnu, Melanie Lutenbacher, Traci
Ann Mahaffey Horst, Despina Adelais Markaki, Janice R.
Meyers, Robertson Nash, Jennifer L. Pinkelton, Charlene
D. Strickland, Lauren Amber Tate, Barbara J. Thompson,
Tracie Lynn Todd, Evelyn Lorraine Wright
District 4
Constance M. Buecker, Melissa C. Calhoun, Denise
Chivington, Sherry L. Glover, Cynthia H. Richesin

Member News

District 6
Kim M. Bailey, Tammy M. Carrington, Shirley Ann
Collier, Vibha Goyal, Annie M. Hardison, Rhonda R.
Moses, Keesha L. Reid

District 9
Dana Balch, Judy J. Duvall, Pamela Gunnell, Phyllis T.
Hall, Tiffany Anne Roof, Betty B. Rose
District 10
Juelda R. Coleman, Emily S. Miller
District 12
Michelle D. Brazier, Daneen Elizabeth Ketchum
Distict 15
Ruby K. Dunlap, Marjorie Marie Hogan, Julia Marie
Martin, Jennifer Pitts

Part Of Your ANA Dues Are
Tax Deductible
You are allowed to deduct, as a professional/
business expense, the percentage of dues that are NOT
used by ANA or by TNA for political activities such as
lobbying at the legislature. In 2008, the non-deductible
percentage for ANA’s portion of the dues is 31.44%.
The non-deductible percentage for TNA’s portion of
the dues is 23.4%.
Deductible Amounts:
Full membership in both ANA and TNA paying
$274 @ 45.2%—the deduction would be $123.85.
Reduced membership in both ANA and TNA paying
$137 @ 45.2%—the deduction would be $61.92.
TNA State-Only member paying $190 @ 76.6%—
the deduction would be $145.54.

TNA members Susie Adams and Brian Pollock
recently received awards at the American Psychiatric
Nurses Association convention. Front row, from left,
are Brian Pollock and Tory Woodard, psychiatric
mental health nurse practitioner alums from
Vanderbilt University School of Nursing who were
honored as Janssen Scholars; back row, from
left, are Dawn Vanderhoef, MSN, PMHNP-BC,
PMHCNS-BC and Susie Adams, PhD, RN, PMHNP.
Susie Adams, PhD, RN, PMHNP, FAANP, recently
received the American Psychiatric Nurses Association
2008 Award for Excellence in Nursing Education. Adams
was recognized for her contributions in developing one
of the first Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
programs in the nation; implementing distance learning
strategies for building a workforce of PMHNPs in rural
areas; consulting to other schools developing PMHNP
programs including the University of Eastern Kentucky,
Winston-Salem State University, NC, and the Louisiana
Consortium of Nursing; and mentoring to more than 300
PMHNP students and alumni since 1997.
Brian D. Pollock, RN, was honored as a Janssen
Scholar at the same APNA ceremony. This highly
competitive national scholarship is given to 15
undergraduate and 15 graduate nursing students interested
in psychiatric mental health nursing. The Janssen
Scholarship Program seeks to encourage involvement
in patient and nurse advocacy, expand concepts related
to professional nursing organizations, and help students
better understand the role of the psychiatric mental health
nurse. The scholarship paid for the awardees to attend the
APNA Annual Convention in Minneapolis in October
2008. They will also get the opportunity to work with an
APNA faculty mentor. Pollock, a psychiatric mental health
nurse practitioner alumnus from Vanderbilt University
School of Nursing, will be mentored as a future leader in
the psychiatric mental health nursing field through APNA.
Susan Jacob, PhD, RN,
was recently appointed to
serve a two-year term on the
American Nurses Association’s
Subcommittee on Pearl McIver
Public Health Nurse Award.
The Subcommittee reviews all
nominations for the award and
recommends a nominee for
endorsement by the Committee
on Honorary Awards and
approval by the ANA Board of
Directors.

Susan Jacob
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